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EEG brain oscillations are
modulated by interoception in
response to a synchronized
motor vs. cognitive task
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So far, little is known about how conscious attention to internal body signals,

that is, interoception, a�ects the synchronization with another person, a

necessary or required social process that promotes a�liations and cooperation

during daily joint social interactions. The e�ect of explicit interoceptive

attentiveness (IA) modulation, conceived as the focus on the breath for a given

time interval, on electrophysiological (EEG) correlates during an interpersonal

motor task compared with a cognitive synchronization task was investigated in

this study. A total of 28 healthy participants performed a motor and a cognitive

synchronization task during the focus and no-focus breath conditions. During

the tasks, frequency bands (delta, theta, alpha, and beta bands) from the

frontal, temporo-central, and parieto-occipital regions of interest (ROIs) were

acquired. According to the results, significantly higher delta and theta power

were found in the focus condition in the frontal ROI during the execution

of the motor than the cognitive synchronization task. Moreover, in the same

experimental condition, delta and beta band power increased in the temporo-

central ROI. The current study suggested twomain patterns of frequency band

modulation during the execution of a motor compared with the cognitive

synchronization task while a person is focusing the attention on one’s breath.

This study can be considered as the first attempt to classify the di�erent e�ects

of interoceptive manipulation on motor and cognitive synchronization tasks

using neurophysiological measures.

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

The “concentrated attention to a particular interoceptive signal during a

predetermined time interval” is known as interoceptive attentiveness (IA) (Schulz, 2016;

Tsakiris and De Preester, 2018). As a top-down process requiring focused attention

specifically on the breath, IA was originally thought to be the basis of mindfulness-based

practices, controlled breathing, or even brief relaxation techniques (Farb et al., 2013;

Weng et al., 2021). Indeed, the consciously focused attention on breath that underlies
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these practices has been shown to enhance a number of cognitive

and emotional processes, such as the regulation of emotions (in

terms of reduction in the negative affect; Arch and Craske, 2006),

sustained attention, cognitive monitoring, and meta-awareness,

as examples of cognitive processes based on interoceptive

inputs (Weng et al., 2021), the observation of pain empathic

reaction (Balconi and Angioletti, 2021b), and stress regulation

(Grossman, 2011). However, nowadays, there are limited studies

on the effect of IA on synchronization processes.

Only recently, research on interoception started focusing

on the link between the perception of inner signals derived

from within the body and their link with social processes

(Arnold et al., 2019). In particular, the impact of interception on

social synchronization—a necessary or essential social activity

that encourages affinities and cooperation during routine

joint social interactions—has been little investigated from a

neurofunctional perspective.

In the neuroscientific literature, the most common

behavioral synchrony tasks used to study synchronization

are those involving movement or language (for a review see

Balconi and Vanutelli, 2017). Former studies looked at the

electrophysiological (EEG) brain correlates of synchronization

during motor and linguistic imitation tasks. Notably, the

hyperscanning paradigm advent in neuroscience (Montague

et al., 2002; Balconi and Vanutelli, 2017) allowed deepening

the neurophysiological mechanisms (inter-brain coupling) that

guide interpersonal synchronization.

For example, during joint tapping motor tasks, the

prefrontal regions of two interacting agents showed

synchronization (Funane et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2012;

Holper et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2015; Baker et al., 2016; Pan

et al., 2017). It was previously observed that guitarist pairs

demonstrated more synchronized theta and delta oscillations in

frontal and central electrode sites when playing a brief melody:

this may be due to coordinated firing of neuronal assemblies

in the motor and somatosensory cortex, which regulate and

orchestrate motor activity, as well as frontal regions supporting

social cognition (Lindenberger et al., 2009).

Through a leader–follower hand movement task, Yun et al.

(2012) demonstrated the occurrence of subconscious movement

synchronicity when engaging with another individual, and that

theta and beta frequency bands across the inferior frontal

gyrus, anterior cingulate, parahippocampal gyrus, and post-

central gyrus displayed greater phase synchronization after the

imitation phase.

Similarly, Dumas et al. (2010) instructed participants to

mimic the other’s hand movement while using a video feedback

system. The right centro-parietal regions of the two brains

showed stronger inter-brain phase synchronization in the mu,

beta, and gamma range during behavioral synchrony.

In addition, the hyperscanning paradigm has been

applied to investigate live interactive speech, thus enhancing

neuroscientific accounts of live verbal interaction and social

interaction (Jiang et al., 2012; Scholkmann et al., 2013; Liu et al.,

2017; Hirsch et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Descorbeth et al.,

2020). In a recent systematic review of hyperscanning studies

on spoken communication and language (Kelsen et al., 2022),

it was documented how brain synchrony primarily engages

the frontal and temporo-parietal areas, which underlie the

mirroring and mentalizing mechanisms that are active during

communication dynamics. Specifically for EEG frequency

bands, theta/alpha oscillatory amplitudes were found to be

enhanced and synchronized between two subjects in the

same bilateral temporal and lateral parietal regions during a

human–human alternating speech task (Kawasaki et al., 2013).

Also, alpha coherence was the highest in dyads that engaged

in mutual eye gaze before class discussions compared to other

dyads (Dikker et al., 2017). To go more in-depth in terms

of neuroanatomical localization, Pérez et al. (2017) reported

that neural alignment regarding alpha band wave activity was

detected for listeners in the frontal region and speakers in

the central region, and with respect to the theta band, in the

temporal region for the listener and the frontal region for

the speaker.

However, taken together, the hyperscanning works

described previously did not manipulate IA (intended as the

deliberate attention on the breath) during the synchronization

tasks. To the best of our knowledge, the literature that delves

into the effects of IA on single brain neural correlates during a

motor or cognitive synchronization task is still scarce. To better

understand this phenomenon at the cortical level on a single

individual, a previous study explored the hemodynamic changes

related to the effects of a brief focus on the breath session on a

single brain.

Indeed, in a recent pilot study, the hemodynamic correlates

of simple tasks requiring cognitive (linguistic) or motor

synchronization were examined in order to determine the

impact of the focus on the breath on such tasks. According to the

results, adjusting the attention to the breath might broaden the

benefits of boosting the brain PFC response to synchronization

during basic synchronization tasks. Furthermore, it was shown

that when the intentional focus on the breath was achieved

during the cognitive task requiring synchronization with a

partner, brain areas linked with sustained attention, such

as the right PFC, were more involved. It is interesting to

note that this evidence was significantly observed for the

cognitive (i.e., linguistic) task, and not for the motor task. If

taking into account the direct correlation between interoceptive

correlates (and the focus placed on controlling them) and motor

performance, as well as the neuroanatomic closeness between

the interoceptive and the motor region, this finding appeared

paradoxical (Balconi and Angioletti, 2022). Furthermore, this

pilot study considered a limited sample size, and the functional

near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) technique was not applied

to the somatosensory cortical regions or the rest of the brain,

but simply over the PFC (Balconi and Molteni, 2016).
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Other research has revealed that neuroimaging and

EEG markers of cognitive control co-vary across mind-

wandering (MW) occurrences, MW awareness, and the return

to concentrate on the breath while performing a breath

monitoring task (Braboszcz and Delorme, 2011; van Son

et al., 2019). Recently, there has been considerable interest

in spectrally characterizing these changes during focused

attentional activities (Baldwin et al., 2017; Compton et al., 2019;

Arnau et al., 2020), with delta, theta, alpha, and beta frequency

bands all varying with the incidence of MW.

EEG is a low-cost, convenient method for recording brain

electrical signals with high temporal precision at millisecond

intervals. The minimal auditory noise produced by EEG

equipment (as opposed to that from magnetic resonance

scanners) makes it simpler for people to converse in an

ecological and naturalistic continuous stream. Despite the low

spatial resolution of EEG limits the degree to which specific

areas of neural activity can be precisely localized, it nonetheless

provides an indication of regional scalp activation.

Thus, we believe it could be of interest to investigate the

EEG cortical effects of the focus on the breath (in terms of

EEG frequency bands: delta, theta, alpha, and beta) in relation

to distinct regions of interest while a person is performing a

motor compared to a cognitive task requiring synchronization

with a partner. For these reasons, in the present study, we

propose the concomitant execution of the focus on the breath

task and a motor or cognitive synchronization task, to test the

effect of explicit IA manipulation on EEG correlates of a task

requiring synchronization.

On the basis of the research and data described before,

it was proposed that the frequency bands associated with

sustained attention and attention control during interoceptive

tasks (alpha, theta, and beta; Lomas et al., 2015; Villena-González

et al., 2017; Colgan et al., 2019) will increase when inducing

an explicit IA focus on the breath compared with the control

condition during the synchronization tasks.

Moreover, given the positive effect of the focus on

the breath condition over cognitive functioning, we do

also expect that the frequency bands associated with the

synchronization tasks could be enhanced in the explicit

IA condition. In particular, during the execution of the

motor synchronization task in the focus condition, we

expect to observe theta and delta oscillations in frontal and

central electrode sites, which may indicate coordinated and

controlled motor activity (Lindenberger et al., 2009) and

the increase of beta bands in the posterior regions during

behavioral synchrony.

In line with Kawasaki et al. (2013) evidence, we suppose

to find the presence of mainly alpha and theta band wave

activity in the temporal and parietal regions during the cognitive

synchronization task performance (i.e., a simple linguistic task).

This pattern is supposed to be specifically enhanced in the focus

on the breath compared to the control condition.

Methods

Participants

A total of 28 healthy individuals [22 women and six

men; age mean (M) = 24.2 years; standard deviation

(SD)= 3.11] were involved in the study by employing a

non-probabilistic convenience sampling method. Exclusion

criteria for participation in the study encompassed physiological

conditions such as chronic or acute pain, severe medical and

chronic diseases, seizures, traumatic brain damage, pregnancy,

prior meditation experience, and any mental or neurologic

abnormalities. All people who took part in the experiment

were right-handed and had a normal or corrected-to-normal

vision. All participants signed a written informed consent form

before the experiment and were informed they would not be

remunerated. The approval for this study was provided by the

Ethical Committee of the Department of Psychology at the

Catholic University of the Sacred Heart of Milan (protocol

number: 2020TD), in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki (1964).

Procedural steps

The participants were situated in a dimly lit room with a

researcher in charge of providing the experimental instructions

and completing the synchronization tasks. Before beginning

the experimental activities, EEG was used to record a 120-s

resting baseline.

The subjects were asked to perform two simple motor

and cognitive synchronization tasks by imitating the

experimenter while their electrophysiological activity was

recorded continuously. In this version of the alternating speech

task, the participants were asked to pronounce four syllables

“LA,” “BA,” “CA,” and “DA” sequentially and alternately.

Each linguistic synchronization task session lasted about 3

mins, consecutively. Instead, the motor synchronization task

consisted of finger movement. Specifically, the participants had

to synchronize their finger movements with the experimenter

sitting in front of them. The total duration of the task was of

3 mins (for the full description of the tasks; see Balconi and

Angioletti, 2022).

The order of task execution was randomized and

counterbalanced to prevent potential biases due to sequence

effects. Each participant completed two basic synchronization

tasks in the same day, under two different conditions: explicit IA

and control conditions (Balconi and Angioletti, 2021a,b). The

participants in the focus (explicit IA) condition were advised

to focus on their breath while executing the activity, as follows:

“During this task, we ask you to concentrate on your breathing.

Try to pay attention to how you feel and whether your breathing

changes as you complete the activity.” Instead, the participants
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in the no-focus condition received no request to focus on their

interoceptive correlates.

To avoid biases brought on by sequence effects, the

order in which the tasks were completed was randomized

and counterbalanced. The entire experiment lasted <30 mins

(Figure 1).

EEG recording and signal reduction

A 32-channel amplifier (SynAmps system) and acquisition

software (Neuroscan 4.2) were used to collect EEG data during

task execution. An ElectroCap with Ag/AgCl electrodes was

used to record EEG from active scalp sites referred to earlobes

(10/20 International system of electrode placement) (Jasper,

1958). The EEG montage included the following 15 electrodes:

Fp1, Fp2, AFF5h, Fz, AFF6h, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, P3, Pz, P4,

O1, and O2. In addition, two EOG electrodes were placed

on the outer canthi to detect eye movements. Prior to data

collection, each subject’s electrode impedance was measured

and kept under 5 kΩ . Data were collected at a sampling

rate of 500Hz and then offline-filtered with a 0.01- to 30-Hz

IIR bandpass filter (slope: 48 dB/octave). After that, the data

were divided and examined visually for ocular, muscular, and

movement artifacts. To compute the average power spectra, the

fast Fourier transform (Hamming window, resolution: 0.5Hz)

FIGURE 1

Description of the experiment setting. (A) Description of the

procedure including baseline, motor, and cognitive

synchronization tasks with and without focus on the breath

manipulation. (B) Experimental setup, where the researcher

performs the motor synchronization task and EEG equipment is

used to collect the data.

was performed on artifact-free segments. The normalization-

applied procedure consisted in the baseline (as the 120-s resting

baseline was recorded at the start of the experiment) correction

of the signal, by using the z-score transform. The successive

comparisons were made by using the normalized values; 1,000-

ms segments were subjected to the fast Fourier transform and

successively averaged for each condition and each channel. The

average power spectrum was then calculated for the major EEG

frequency bands (delta 0.5–3.5Hz, theta 4–7.5Hz, alpha 8–

12.5Hz, and beta 13–30Hz). Before the tasks, a 120-s resting

baseline was recorded at the start of the experiment. The

EEG biosignal was processed by Analyzer 2.0 software (Brain

Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany).

In the statistical analysis of the data, three regions of interest

(ROIs) grouping by averaging frontal (F: Fp1; Fp2; AFF5h;

AFF6h), temporo-central (TC: T7; T8; C3; C4), and parieto-

occipital (PO: P3; P4; O1; O2) electrodes were considered

(Figure 2).

Statistical analysis

A total of four repeated-measures ANOVA with

independent within-factors Task (2: motor and cognitive)

× Condition (2: focus and no-focus) × ROI (3: frontal,

temporo-central, and parieto-occipital) were applied to

dependent EEG data (delta, theta, alpha, and beta power). In

the case of significant interactions, pairwise comparisons were

utilized to explore the significant interactions, and Bonferroni

correction was applied to decrease potential biases in repeated

comparisons. When applicable, Greenhouse–Geisser epsilon

was used to correct the degrees of freedom in all ANOVA

testing. The kurtosis and asymmetry indices were also employed

to assess the data distribution normality. The size of statistically

significant effects was evaluated through partial eta-squared

(η2) indices. The statistical tests were performed with IBM SPSS

Statistics version 25.

Results

First, regarding the delta band, a significant interaction

effect Task × Condition × ROI was found [F(2,27) = 6.78,

p < 0.001, η2 = 0.34]. Pairwise comparisons revealed greater

mean delta values in the frontal ROI during the focus condition

in the motor than in the cognitive task [F(1,27) = 7.03, p

< 0.001, η2 = 0.409]. Also, higher mean delta values were found

in the temporo-central ROI during the focus condition for the

motor than in the cognitive task [F(1,27) = 7.62, p < 0.001, η2

=0.432] (Figures 3A–C).

Second, for the theta band, it was detected a significant

interaction effect Task × Condition × ROI [F(2,27) = 8.09,

p < 0.001, η2 = 0.476]. Pairwise comparisons showed greater
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FIGURE 2

EEG montage. Positioning of 15 electrodes according to the 10–20 international system.

mean theta values in the frontal ROI during the focus condition

in the motor than in the cognitive task [F(1,27) = 7.76,

p < 0.001, η2 = 0.457] (Figures 4A,B).

A third significant interaction effect Task × Condition

× ROI was identified for the beta band [F(2,27) = 8.90,

p < 0.001, η2 = 0.490]. Higher mean values of the beta band

were found in the temporo-central ROI during the focus

condition in the motor than in the cognitive task [F(1,27) =

9.06, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.498], as shown by pairwise comparisons

(Figures 4C,D).

No significant effects were found for the alpha band, and

no other significant effects were found. Analyzer 2.0 (Brain

Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) software was adopted for

EEG data visualization.

Discussion

The current work is the first to describe the effects of an

explicit IA manipulation (conceived as a brief breath awareness

practice) on the EEG correlates in response to a motor and a

cognitive synchronization task. In particular, the EEG frequency

bands (delta, theta, alpha, and beta) were observed and analyzed

considering three main ROIs grouping frontal, temporo-central,

and parieto-occipital electrodes. The results showed significantly

higher delta and theta power in the focus condition in the

frontal ROI during the execution of the motor than the cognitive

synchronization task. Furthermore, in the same experimental

condition, delta and beta band power were increased in the

temporo-central ROI. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first time such findings have been observed. The following

discussion is consistent with the body of extant neuroscientific

knowledge in the field.

First, the delta band showed double synchronization (related

to both interoception and motor synchronization), which

implies the activation of both frontal and temporo-central

regions during the motor compared with the cognitive

synchronization task in the focus condition.

As far as the functional significance of the delta band is

concerned in this context, the literature is still scant. In former
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FIGURE 3

Results for EEG delta band. (A) Bar chart showing frontal delta mean values in the focus condition during the two synchronization tasks. (B) Bar

graph displaying the significant increase in temporo-central delta values in the focus condition when performing the two synchronization tasks.

(C) Red area represents greater delta power in the focus condition during the motor (left head) than the cognitive task (left head). For all charts,

bars indicate ±1 standard error (SE); all asterisks mark statistically significant di�erences, with p ≤ 0.05.

studies exploring Zen and Qi-Gong (Tei et al., 2009) meditators,

EEG correlates displayed an augment of frontal delta power

during meditative practice, presumably marking the inhibition

of cognitive engagement and a higher ability to disengage from

the experience. In addition, delta oscillations play a role in

homeostasis and autonomic activity (Ako et al., 2003; Knyazev,

2012; Harmony, 2013). However, interestingly, during mental

tasks, the increase in delta oscillation was also associated with

functional cortical deafferentation, or inhibition of the sensory

afferences that interfere with internal concentration (Harmony,

2013). Thus, the presence of this frequency band in frontal sites

might be primarily related to the focus on the breath instruction.

Regarding the manifestation of delta in the temporo-central

regions, a previous study observed delta oscillations in frontal

and central electrode sites as a marker of coordinated and

controlled motor activity (Lindenberger et al., 2009). Thus,

it might be plausible that the temporo-central presence of

delta in this specific condition could be linked to the synergy

during the motor synchronization task. Nonetheless, it is

interesting to notice that this effect is observed only in the

focus on the breath condition (this difference is not observed

in the no-focus condition), so this effect could be induced

(or made manifest), especially in the case of the interoceptive

focus. Given these considerations, it could be concluded that

the interoceptive focus might have promoted the activation

of this marker that supports motor, rather than cognitive,

synchronization (the latter here operationalized with a linguistic

synchronization task).

The result observed for the theta band would seem

to confirm this trend. The presence of theta was detected

here mainly in the anterior frontal area during the motor

compared with the cognitive synchronization task in the

focus condition. The manifestation of frontal midline theta

rhythm was correlated before with mental concentration, task-

dependent attention, and a focused meditative state (Kubota

et al., 2001). In the study of Tripathi et al. (2022), theta

amplitudes and peak frequency increased in the centro-frontal

region during the rhythmic breathing period but were marked

by sustained low theta waves during the meditation period.

Conversely, in a former EEG study investigating the

psychophysiological differences between cognitive and motor

tasks, higher spectral power in the theta band at frontal

electrodes was found in the cognitive than in the motor task

(Ryu et al., 2016), interpreting the increase in theta activity as a

correlate of problem-solving. Notwithstanding in this work, the

authors exploited two more complex motor and cognitive board

games that are different in terms of cognitive demand from those

adopted in our study, as well as no synchronization was required.

Instead, in our study, motor synchronization seems to play

a fundamental role in the manifestation of EEG patterns. In a
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FIGURE 4

EEG theta and beta band findings. (A) Bar chart showing frontal theta mean values in the focus condition during the two synchronization tasks.

(B) Topographical mapping representing the theta power enhancement in the frontal regions (red area) in the focus condition during the motor

compared with the cognitive synchronization task. (C) Bar graph displaying the significant increase in temporo-central beta values in the focus

condition when performing the two synchronization tasks. (D) Red area represents higher beta power in the focus condition during the motor

(left head) than the cognitive task (left head). For all charts, bars indicate ±1 standard error (SE); all asterisks mark statistically significant

di�erences, with p ≤ 0.05.

study by Zhu et al. (2010), subjects played rhythm games with

a keyboard, and their brain waves showed frontal theta power.

Furthermore, as shown by Lindenberger et al. (2009) together

with delta oscillations, theta band was also observed in frontal

electrode sites, which may indicate coordinated and controlled

motor activity. Also, theta and delta band synchronization

within and between players was enhanced at the frontal and

central electrodes during the preparatory tempo setting and

at coordinated play onsets when there is a high demand for

coordination (Sänger et al., 2012). So, it could be argued that

this result for the theta band constitutes evidence of the motor-

induced interindividual synergy effect conceived as a real joint

action, rather than cognitive synchronization.

On the contrary, the beta band was mainly observed in the

temporo-central regions (not frontal ROIs) again during the

motor compared with the cognitive synchronization task in the

focus condition. Beta-band activity is classically considered as

being related to motor functions (Engel and Fries, 2010), and

it was also shown to occur in the motor cortex during motor

and attention tasks (Khanna and Carmena, 2015). It has also

been argued it could have an instrumental role in predictive

timing and rhythm during movement synchronization, together

with low-frequency oscillations (Arnal, 2012). Previous EEG

hyperscanning studies reported the manifestation of beta during

behavioral motor synchrony in distinct regions of the brain (Yun

et al., 2012), including the centro-parietal areas (Dumas et al.,

2010).

Moreover, the beta band increase in the temporo-central

region may indicate the sensorimotor system propensity to

uphold the status quo. In addition, the beta band seems to enable

the more effective processing of feedback (e.g., proprioceptive

signals), which is necessary for keeping tabs on the state of

affairs and readjusting the sensorimotor system (Baker, 2007).

In addition, there is proof that the beta band can alter how

sensations are processed in the somatosensory cortex (Lalo et al.,

2007).

So, it might be possible that the prevalence of beta in the

temporo-central (and not frontal) region occurs due to the effect

of consonance, intentionality, and awareness showingmaximum

response in the motor synchronization task, which requires

focused attention. Indeed, rhythmic synchronization activities

need sensory–motor coordination. However, one alternative
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explanation of the beta increase could also be related to

the normalization procedure adopted in the present study.

Future research could better disambiguate this aspect, adopting

different methodological approaches.

Taken together, this evidence suggests that the interoceptive

focus goes hand in hand with the motor synchronization task,

which requires full synergy, without cognitive interference,

which the cognitive task could have produced, obscuring the

effect of IA. Indeed, different from what was expected and

stated in our hypotheses for the cognitive synchronization

task, the presence of mainly alpha and theta band wave

activities in the temporal and parietal regions during the

cognitive synchronization task performance was not detected.

No evidence was also observed in the focus condition while

the participants were performing the cognitive synchronization

task. A possible explanation for this lack of significant results

could be due to the nature of the task, which required multiple

cognitive processes. In fact, a modified version of the human-to-

human alternating speech task, in which the participants had to

syllabize with the experimenter for a total of 3 mins, was adopted

for the current study. It could be speculated that the mediation

of the verbal register has made the request to focus on the breath

and synchronize with the speech too complex, and this could

have increased the cognitive load in the individuals requiring

the activation of a more distributed and differentiated neural

network in a non-significant way.

Prospective studies are needed to disentangle the

psychophysiological correlates of the effect of IA on cognitive

synchronization tasks, adopting more ecological tasks or other

neuroscientific methods.

We acknowledge that in our previous fNIRS study, we

observed an increase in the right PFC when the explicit focus

on the breath was induced during the cognitive task requiring

synchronization: however in comparison to these hemodynamic

results, the EEG montage was here extended to additional brain

regions, and data were, in this case, more precise with reference

to the function and the source of the EEG signal. Indeed, cortical

oscillations provide useful information to monitor the process

beyond localization that could be not linked to the specific

processes. Future research in this field would benefit from

some methodological improvements, such as (i) the integration

of a fNIRS-EEG co-registration over multiple cortical sites;

(ii) the implementation of an EEG hyperscanning paradigm,

collecting the information of the other partner’s brain; and

(iii) the integration of more extensive EEG biosignal analysis

to parameterize neural power, for instance, the analysis of the

oscillatory portion of the spectrum of specific frequency bands

(as previously operated by Tripathi et al., 2022).

To conclude, this study suggested two main patterns of

EEG frequency band manifestation during the execution of a

motor compared with a cognitive synchronization task while a

person is focusing the attention on one’s breath: significantly

higher delta and theta power in the frontal ROI, and delta and

beta band power increases in the temporo-central ROI. This

evidence indicates that interoception (conceived as the focused

attention on the breath) improves the manifestation of EEG

brain correlates related to mental concentration, coordinated

and controlled motor activity during motor synchronization. It

might be plausible that this EEG pattern could have potential

benefits on improving motor imitation performance at the

behavioral level; however, future studies are needed to confirm

this effect. Indeed, this study can be considered as a first attempt

to classify the different effects of interoceptive manipulation on

cognitive and motor synchronization tasks by comparing them

using neurophysiological measures.
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